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Boost fan engagement 
with great live content
At EVS, helping our customers create captivating content of the highest quality 
has always been our priority. 
Our LiveCeption solutions, which combine our state-of-the-art production tools with the latest technology advancements, 
are designed to enhance the visual narrative of all your productions, whatever the requirement, whatever the budget. 

From high-profile international sporting events, to lower-scale national or regional competitions, we provide you with 
the live production, replay and highlights solution that is the most adapted to your needs.

Customized, integrated and easy-to-deploy, our LiveCeption Signature and Pure solutions will empower your teams to 
create content that will hold your viewers’ attention for years to come!

With kind regards, 
Laurent Petit, SVP Products & Solutions
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Offering the most accurate, fast-turnaround and high-qual-
ity replays you can find on the market, LiveCeption 
Signature is used for the coverage of the biggest sport-
ing events worldwide. Productions benefit from a scalable 
solution that can support the most advanced cameras and 
the latest industry formats including HDR, FHD, UHD and 
Supermotion, while providing flexible configurations for 
weekly competitions and/or flagship events.

Sitting at the heart of the solution, the LSM-VIA IP-based 
replay and highlights system leverages the unique capa-
bilities of the XT-VIA server, providing operators with 
unmatched speed and efficiency. Users can instantly 
access multi-angle content from any server located any-
where on the IP-based media sharing network, for highly 
collaborative, remote operations.
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Outside broadcast 
truck or flypack

Sports production 
center

Hybrid production 
center

Stadium & venue 
event production

Main markets applications

LiveCeption Signature
Premium live production and replays
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Delivering fast and effortless 
live production operations 
Seamless integration with 
pre/post-production
Through a single connected workstation, you can easily 
restore pre-produced content of any format, for seamless 
integration into your existing workflows. Similarly, any-
thing that is produced and recorded during the live game 
can be transferred to archive or post-production with a 
simple click of a button on the LSM-VIA remote. 

Faster media sharing through 
an easy-to-deploy network
The ultra-fast network provides the critical bandwidth for 
the sharing of high-resolution formats and super-slow-mo-
tion content, and empowers operators with faster access to 
more content. Also quick and simple to deploy, the network 
handles discovery and IP address assignments automati-
cally, removing the complexity associated with IP.  

Advanced integration capabilities 
with 3rd party systems
Thanks to its software-defined flexibility, the solution pro-
vides integrations with the most comprehensive range of 
cameras, telestration systems and switchers supported on 
the market  and can easily scale to meet any production 
requirement. 
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LiveCeption Signature 
production workflow 
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Take a closer look at the 
solution’s key components

XT-VIA live 
production server
The ultimate live produc-
tion server, capable of 
bringing all your storytell-
ing visions to life in the 
format of your choice. 

XHub-VIA 
network appliance
The XHub-VIA switch 
enables the intercon-
nection between all the  
XT-VIA servers on the 
high-speed XNet-VIA 
media sharing network. 

XFile3
Provides advanced 
transcoding capabilities 
for seamless file media 
exchange with pre/post- 
production and media 
management tools. 

LSM-VIA viewer
The LSM-VIA viewer gives 
you a graphical view 
on all your content on 
the network and allows 
you to create and adapt 
highlights on the fly.  

LSM-VIA controller
Acting as the centrepiece of the solution, the LSM-
VIA controller takes IP technology and pairs it with 
familiar tactile controls for fast and flexible replay 

and highlights operations. 
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